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Contribution of intertwined loop to membrane
association revealed by Zika virus full-length
NS1 structure
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Abstract

The association of Zika virus (ZIKV) infections with microcephaly
and neurological diseases has highlighted an emerging public
health concern. Here, we report the crystal structure of the full-
length ZIKV nonstructural protein 1 (NS1), a major host-interaction
molecule that functions in flaviviral replication, pathogenesis, and
immune evasion. Of note, a long intertwined loop is observed in
the wing domain of ZIKV NS1, and forms a hydrophobic “spike”,
which can contribute to cellular membrane association. For dif-
ferent flaviviruses, the amino acid sequences of the “spike” are
variable but their common characteristic is either hydrophobic or
positively charged, which is a beneficial feature for membrane
binding. Comparative studies with West Nile and Dengue virus NS1
structures reveal conserved features, but diversified electrostatic
characteristics on both inner and outer faces. Our results suggest
different mechanisms of flavivirus pathogenesis and should be
considered during the development of diagnostic tools.
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Introduction

Zika virus (ZIKV) has caused global concern, as growing clinical

and experimental evidence showed that ZIKV infection is highly

associated with microcephaly and serious neurological complica-

tions such as Guillain–Barré syndrome (GBS), even though ZIKV

was previously considered a mild pathogen for humans

(Cao-Lormeau et al, 2016; Carteaux et al, 2016; Mlakar et al, 2016;

Ventura et al, 2016; Wang et al, 2016; Zhang et al, 2016; Zhu et al,

2016). ZIKV belongs to Flaviviridae family and has a single-strand

positive-sense RNA genome (Musso & Gubler, 2016). ZIKV can be

transmitted by mosquitoes of the genus Aedes, and recently, several

clinical investigations showed that it can also be transmitted by

sexual contact (Ledermann et al, 2014; Musso et al, 2015; D’Ortenzio

et al, 2016). To date, there are no clinically approved vaccines

or antiviral drugs available to protect or treat ZIKV infections. To

help accelerate the development of specific medical counter-

measures, more studies are needed to understand the pathogenesis

of ZIKV.

First described as a soluble complement fixing (SCF) antigen

more than four decades ago (Brandt et al, 1970; Russell et al, 1970),

the unusual properties of the flavivirus nonstructural protein 1 (NS1)

have puzzled the flavivirus research field. NS1 protein is involved in

many steps of the flavivirus life cycle, including viral replication,

immune evasion, and pathogenesis (Amorim et al, 2014). It is

thought that the glycosylated NS1 protein, which associates with

lipids, forms a homodimer inside the cells, and separates into three

distinct populations: a significant population participates in the viral

replication complex, a second minor population is trafficked to the

plasma membrane, and the third is secreted into the extracellular

space as a hexameric lipoprotein particle (Flamand et al, 1999;

Gutsche et al, 2011; Muller et al, 2012). Structural studies of dengue

virus (DENV) and West Nile virus (WNV) NS1 have revealed the

architecture of dimeric and hexameric NS1 proteins, providing

molecular insight into the NS1 structure–function relationships
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(Akey et al, 2014). Recently, we have solved the C-terminal region

of ZIKV NS1 protein and elucidated a differential electrostatic poten-

tial in the host-interaction interface, compared with other flavivirus

proteins with known structures (Song et al, 2016a). However,

molecular information about the full-length ZIKV NS1 remains

unknown.

Here, we have solved the crystal structure of full-length ZIKV

NS1, and found that the overall structural fold is similar to other

flavivirus NS1 structures, including DENV and WNV. Importantly,

a long intertwined loop was observed in the wing domain of ZIKV

NS1, forming a hydrophobic “spike”. This hydrophobic “spike”

can contribute to the membrane association of ZIKV NS1, together

with the b-roll and connector subdomain. Further sequence analy-

sis revealed that the “spike” sequences of different flavivirus NS1

proteins are variable but have common features, consisting of

hydrophobic or positively charged amino acids, which is benefi-

cial for cellular membrane association. Moreover, ZIKV NS1 has

unique electrostatic potential maps on both inner and outer faces,

which might lead to interaction with host proteins different from

those used by DENV and WNV NS1. Our results suggest that

ZIKV pathogenesis may be distinct from other flaviviruses and

should be considered in the development of specific diagnostic

antigens.

Results

Overall structure of ZIKV full-length NS1

We expressed the full-length ZIKV NS1 (residues 2–352,

BeH819015 strain isolated from Brazil in 2015) in insect cells

using the baculovirus expression system, following the construct

as previously reported (Brown et al, 2011). The recombinant NS1

protein was successfully purified and crystallized in 0.1 M Tris–

HCl pH 8.5, 2.0 M ammonium sulfate, and then, we determined

its X-ray structure at 2.85 Å by molecular replacement using

DENV NS1 structure (PDB ID: 4O6B) (Akey et al, 2014) as a

search model (Table 1). The structure is complete for all amino

acid residues, especially containing the internal loop (amino acids

108–128), which is not observed in either of the WNV or DENV2

structures. There are two potential N-linked glycosylation sites

(N130 and N207), and N207 is seen to be glycosylated with one

sugar residue in clear electron density in our ZIKV NS1 structure.

This observation of little carbohydrate does not reflect the real

situation, and our insect cell-produced NS1 protein would have

simpler glycosylation than the mammalian cell-produced NS1

protein. These two glycosylation sites are highly conserved for

different flaviviruses.

The overall structure of ZIKV NS1 protein is very similar to

WNV and DENV2 NS1 structures (0.84 and 0.74 Å root mean

square deviation (rmsd), respectively, of 539 Ca atoms). The ZIKV

NS1 dimer is organized around an extended central b-sheet domain,

and each monomer has three domains, b-hairpin domain, wing

domain, and b-ladder domain (Fig 1A). The first b-hairpin domain

(amino acids 1–30) forms a mini domain-swap structure together

with the b-hairpin domain of the other NS1 monomer in the NS1

dimer structure, and these two b-hairpin domains intertwine in a

roll-like structure, designated as “b-roll” dimerization domain. The

wing domain (amino acids 31–181) of each monomer protrudes

from the central b-ladder domain, containing one glycosylation site

(N130) and two subdomains. An a/b subdomain (amino acids

38–151) consists of a four-stranded b-sheet, two a-helices and a

long intertwined loop between b5- and b6-strands (amino acid

residues 91–130) (Fig 1A and B). A discontinuous connector

subdomain (amino acid residues 30–37 and 152–180) connects the

wing domain to the central b-roll and b-ladder domains (Fig 1A and

B). The predominant structural feature of NS1 is the third domain,

a continuous b-ladder domain (amino acid residues 182–352),

extending along the length of the dimer with its 10 b-strands
(Fig 1A and B). The b-ladder domains from two NS1 monomers

from a long b-sheet with 20 b-strands arranged like the rungs of a

ladder (Fig 1A). In the b-ladder domain, most of the interstrand

loops are short, except a long “spaghetti loop” between b13 and

Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics.

ZIKV NS1 (PDB code 5GS6)

Data collection

Space group P 41 2 2

Cell dimensions

a, b, c (Å) 96.948, 96.948, 270.143

a, b, c (°) 90, 90, 90

Resolution (Å) 50.00–2.85 (2.95–2.85)a

Rmerge 0.111 (0.992)

Rpim 0.031 (0.269)

I/rI 24.152 (2.352)

CC1/2 0.998 (0.819)

Completeness (%) 100 (100)

Redundancy 14.1 (14.4)

Refinement

Resolution (Å) 48.47–2.85

No. reflections 30,984

Rwork/Rfree 0.2437/0.2840

No. atoms

Protein 5595

Ligand/ion 28

Water 0

B-factors

Protein 87.4

Ligand/ion 129.3

Water –

R.m.s. deviations

Bond lengths (Å) 0.004

Bond angles (°) 0.937

Ramachandran plot

Favored (%) 90.79

Allowed (%) 8.63

Outliers (%) 0.58

aValues in parentheses are for highest resolution shell.
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b14 that lacks repetitive secondary structures (such as a-helix or

b-strand) but is ordered by extensive hydrogen bonds (Fig 1C,

cyan). The b-ladder domain of each monomer can be separated into

two parts by the “spaghetti loop”, the central region containing the

first four b-strand rungs and the tip region containing the remaining

six b-strand rungs (Fig 1B).

The overall dimensions of the ZIKV NS1 dimer are 85 Å along

the b-ladder, 95 Å in width from wingtip to wingtip, and 35 Å in the

A B

C

Figure 1. Overall structure of ZIKV NS1 dimer and extended surface for membrane association.

A NS1 dimer with one subunit in gray and the other colored by domain (green, b-roll; orange, wing with magenta connector subdomain; blue, central b-ladder). N-
linked glycosylation sites are shown in sticks, and the glycans are shown in spheres.

B Topology diagram for the NS1 monomer, colored as the pattern in (A). Glycosylation sites are indicated with red hexagons and disulfide bonds with yellow
circles.

C Side views of the NS1 dimer from the wing (left) and the end of the b-ladder (right). The b-roll (green), connector subdomain (magenta), and the intertwined loop
(yellow) of the wing domain (orange) form a discontinuous protrusion on one face of the b-ladder with the spaghetti loop (cyan) on the other face. The wing domain
is omitted from the left image for clarity.

Figure 2. Model of the ZIKV NS1 hexamer.
The ZIKV NS1 hexamer is modeled by using the full-length DENV2 NS1 structure (PDB code: 4O6B) (Akey et al, 2014). Each monomer is colored by domains (green, b-roll;
orange, wing; magenta, connector subdomain; blue, central b-ladder). The intertwined loop “spike” of ZIKV NS1 contributing to membrane association is colored in red and
indicated by dotted lines.
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third dimension (Fig 1A). The b-ladder defines a plane with the

b-roll domain and the second half part of intertwined loop of the

wing domain on one side, and on the other side of the plane are

the “spaghetti loop”, the N130-glycosylation site, the first half part

of intertwined loop of the wing domain and the C-terminus, which

is fused to the lumen-side N terminus of viral protein NS2A before

proteolytic cleavage (Fig 1C).

Intertwined loop may contribute to membrane association of
ZIKV NS1

The b-roll, the connector subdomain, and the second half part of the

intertwined loop of the wing create a discontinuous linear hydropho-

bic protrusion with a markedly hydrophobic surface on the inner

side of the dimer (Fig 1C). This hydrophobic surface is mainly

constituted by aromatic residues such as F8, Y122, F123, F163, and

H164 (Fig 1C). This “hydrophobic protrusion” provides a perfect

interface to associate with the hydrophobic-lipid membrane surface,

and orients the outer hydrophilic face of the dimer toward the

lumen, and subsequently the extracellular space. Previous work on

WNV NS1 showed that the residues at the b-roll (10–11 on a b-turn)
are implicated in a direct interaction with NS4B (Youn et al, 2012),

implying the membrane surface interacting with other proteins of

the replication complex. Residues in the connector subdomain (159–

162 on a b-turn) are also shown to be important for viral replication

(Akey et al, 2014). In our ZIKV NS1 structure, we can clearly see the

second half part of the intertwined loop of the wing, which exists

between the b5 and b6 strands, clearly. This long loop (consists of

Y122, F123, V124) forms a hydrophobic “spike” that may associate

with the membrane. This exposed loop is considered to be critical in

mediating NS1 interaction with the envelope protein, thus tethering

the replication complex with virion formation (Scaturro et al, 2015).

In addition, we have modeled the ZIKV hexamer structure based

on that previously reported for DENV2 NS1 (Fig 2). We found that

the intertwined loop “spike” of one monomer has a very close

distance to the b-ladder domain of the neighboring NS1 monomer

(Fig 2), indicating that the intertwined loop probably participates in

the formation of the ZIKV NS1 hexamer. The modeled ZIKV NS1

hexamer reveals a hydrophobic hole surrounded by the “inner” faces

of three NS1 dimers, containing the b-roll domain and the inter-

twined loop “spike” (Fig 2). By contrast, the “outer” faces can be

easily bound by host factors and reactive antibodies.

Comparison with other flavivirus NS1 structures

We compared the ZIKV NS1 structure with the available NS1 struc-

tures of DENV2 and WNV (Akey et al, 2014). Previously, we found

that the electrostatic surface potential maps of these NS1 proteins

have group-specific features in the loop surface of the b-ladder
domain (Song et al, 2016a). The DENV2 NS1 structure displays a

positively charged surface in the central region of the loop surface,

whereas the WNV NS1 structure has a negatively charged central

region. For ZIKV, the loop surface exhibits a composite surface

containing both a positively and negatively charged central region

and displays a negatively charged region toward the two distal ends

(Fig 3). Interestingly, in the “inner” face with the b-roll domain,

only ZIKV displays negatively charged surface, whereas DENV2 and

WNV display surfaces of neutral charge. Moreover, we have

observed different features in the “outer” face of the wing domain.

ZIKV NS1 displays a positively charged surface in the tip region of

the wing domain, whereas the WNV NS1 structure has a negatively

charged region, and the DENV2 NS1 structure contains both

positively and negatively charged regions (Fig 3).

Conserved features of NS1 sequences relating to their structure–
function relationships

In Fig 4A, the NS1 surface is colored according to sequence conser-

vation from the most conserved (dark magenta) to the most diver-

gent (dark cyan) based on an alignment of NS1 sequences from 73

flaviviruses (Fig 4A and Table EV1). The most conserved surfaces

are on the b-roll region and the C-terminal tip of the central

A

B

C

Figure 3. Variation in electrostatic surface potential of flavivirus NS1
proteins.

A–C Electrostatic surface views of NS1 from DENV2 (PDB: 4O6B, A) and WNV
(PDB: 4O6C, B) (Akey et al, 2014), as well as ZIKV (C), showing diverse
characteristics on certain regions. Surfaces are colored by electrostatic
potential at neutral pH from �2 kT (red) to +2 kT (blue) using PyMOL
(http://pymol.org/).
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b-ladder. The “outer” face of the wing domain is the most variable

region. For the protruding tip (residues 122–124) of the intertwined

loop, the amino acid sequence is variable (Fig 4B). Irrespective of

amino acid variations, these residues are always hydrophobic or

positively charged, which is beneficial for membrane association

(Figs 5 and EV1).

The “outer” face has been suggested to play a crucial role in

interactions of NS1 with host factors and antibodies (Chung et al,

2006a,b; Avirutnan et al, 2007; Edeling et al, 2014). A wide range of

host proteins present on platelets and endothelial cells have been

identified as cross-reactive targets by NS1-induced autoantibodies

(Sun et al, 2007, 2015; Cheng et al, 2009; Chuang et al, 2011, 2014;

Liu et al, 2011; Yin et al, 2013). ZIKV NS1 displays an interface with

variable surface and divergent electrostatic potential that may result

in altered binding properties to host factors and protective

antibodies against flavivirus NS1.

Discussion

As the only viral protein which can be secreted into the extra-

cellular space, the nonstructural protein NS1 plays diverse roles

in immune evasion via binding to complement proteins and

modifying or antagonizing their functions (Chung et al, 2006a;

Avirutnan et al, 2010, 2011). NS1 was also shown to activate

Toll-like receptor 4 signaling in primary human myeloid cells,

leading to secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines and vascular

leakage (Beatty et al, 2015; Modhiran et al, 2015). Besides its

immune evasive and endothelial permeability functions, NS1

modulates early events in viral RNA replication (Watterson et al,

2016). Indeed, deletion of NS1 completely abrogates viral RNA

replication, but ectopic expression of NS1 in trans can efficiently

rescue NS1-deleted viruses (Lindenbach & Rice, 1997; Khromykh

et al, 2000). It is thought that membrane-associated NS1 dimer on

A

B

Figure 4. NS1 sequence conservation mapped onto the protein surface and models of membrane association for ZIKV, WNV and DENV2.

A The NS1 surface is colored using the ConSurf server (Ashkenazy et al, 2016) according to sequence conservation from the most conserved (dark magenta) to the most
divergent (dark cyan) based on an alignment of NS1 sequences from 73 flaviviruses.

B Models of intertwined loop “spike” interacting with the cellular membrane. The disordered “spike” regions are indicated by dash lines in DENV2 and WNV NS1
structures, which consist of hydrophobic or positively charged amino acids.
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the luminal face of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane

plays an essential organizational role in the formation of the repli-

cation complex through interaction with NS4A and NS4B (Linden-

bach & Rice, 1999; Youn et al, 2012). NS1 has also been proposed

to interact with prM and the envelope protein, linking replicative

complexes within the vesicle packets together with virion forma-

tion (Scaturro et al, 2015). In our ZIKV NS1 structure, we found

that the intertwined loop “spike”, between the b5 and b6 strands

of the wing domain, containing hydrophobic residues Y122, F123,

and V124, forms an extended hydrophobic protrusion together with

the b-roll and the connector subdomain, and most likely involves

in association with the membrane surface. It is intriguing that this

intertwined loop is disordered in the previously reported DENV2

and WNV NS1 crystal structures. We speculate two possibilities for

the discrepancy: First, we have further analyzed the crystal

contacts of the intertwined loop in our ZIKV NS1 structure, and

indeed found that the crystal packing can help stabilize the

conformation of this intertwined loop; second, the different protein

purification methods (the DENV2 and WNV NS1 proteins were

purified with detergent) may also affect the conformation of the

hydrophobic intertwined loop, as the detergent molecules could

bind to the intertwined loop. Detailed analysis revealed that the

intertwined loop does not have higher B-factors (temperature

factors) than the rest of the ZIKV NS1 structure, and is observed in

the clear electron density map (Fig 5A and B), indicating that this

loop is relatively stable in our structure. Moreover, highly

conserved residues W115 and W118 could further stabilize the

conformation of the intertwined loop by interaction with the neigh-

boring residues (Fig 5C and D). Janet Smith and her colleagues

recently reported the full-length NS1 structure from the original

1947 Ugandan ZIKV strain (MR766). The structure is similar to that

reported here, including an elongated hydrophobic region for

membrane association in the wing domain, highlighting the impor-

tance of the intertwined loop (Brown et al, 2016).†

A

D

B C

Figure 5. Detailed analysis of the intertwined loop in the wing domain of ZIKV NS1 structure.

A B-factor putty representation of the intertwined loop structure. Shades of blue and a narrower tube indicate regions with lower B-factors, whereas orange to red and
a wider tube indicate regions with higher B-factors. The figure was prepared using PyMOL (http://pymol.org/).

B The 2Fo-Fc electron density map for the intertwined loop (yellow) “spike” region residues contoured at 1.0 sigma is represented in blue.
C Detailed interactions of the highly conserved residues W115 and W118 with the neighboring residues to stabilize the conformation of the intertwined loop. W115

forms a hydrogen-bonding interaction with E74 from a2-helix. W118 inserts into the hydrophobic interspace between a1- and a2-helix, formed by P36, L42, V71, L75,
and I78, and W118 also interact with P36 and D37 by hydrogen-bonding interactions.

D Sequence alignment of the intertwined loop region (residues 91–130) of different flavivirus NS1 proteins. The intertwined loop “spike” residues of ZIKV NS1
contributing to membrane association are indicated by a dark blue arrowhead. Accession codes: ZIKV strain BeH819015, AMA12085; West Nile virus (WNV), Q9Q6P4;
Dengue virus 1 Nauru/West Pac/1974 (DENV1), P17763; Dengue virus 2 Puerto Rico/PR159-S1/1969 (DENV2), P12823; Dengue virus 3 Singapore/8120/1995 (DENV3),
Q5UB51; Dengue virus 4 Thailand/0348/1991 (DENV4), Q2YHF0; Japanese encephalitis strain K94P05 (JEV), AAC02714; St. Louis encephalitis (SLEV), D8L537; Yellow fever
17D vaccine strain (YFV), CAA27332; Murray Valley encephalitis (MVEV), NP_051124; Tickborne encephalitis (TBEV), NP_043135.

†Correction added on 17 October 2016, after first online publication: the last two sentences in this paragraph have been added.
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From the conservation analysis of all the flavivirus NS1

sequences mapped onto the protein surface, we found that the

hydrophobic protrusion and the C-terminal tip of the central

b-ladder regions are most conserved, while the “outer” face of the

wing domain are most variable, indicating the latter has divergent

characteristics among different flaviviruses. The electrostatic surface

potential of that region in ZIKV NS1 also shows specific features

compared with that of DENV2 and WNV NS1 structures. The unique

surface characteristics of ZIKV NS1 may be related to ZIKV neuro-

tropism and could be exploited in the development of novel thera-

peutic and diagnostic tools for ZIKV infection (Stettler et al, 2016).

The high level of secreted NS1 in the blood of flavivirus-infected

individuals during early infection has made NS1 a primary

biomarker in disease diagnosis (Alcon et al, 2002). In addition, NS1

is a potential vaccination candidate against flavivirus infection

(Amorim et al, 2014). Immunization of mice with DENV NS1 was

protective against subsequent lethal DENV challenge (Schlesinger

et al, 1987). However, autoantibodies against NS1 can elicit severe

autoimmune diseases (Cheng et al, 2009; Chuang et al, 2011). More

recently, a panel of monoclonal antibodies from ZIKV-infected

patients was isolated, and most of the antibodies were ZIKV-

specific, and memory T cells against NS1 proteins were poorly

cross-reactive, even in donors pre-exposed to DENV, indicating that

the ZIKV NS1 protein could induce a prominent ZIKV-specific

immune response (Stettler et al, 2016). Their results support our

data that the ZIKV NS1 structure has unique surface characteristics,

which has implications for developing a serological diagnostic tool

against ZIKV NS1. Further research should focus on characterizing

the diverse epitopes within NS1 for eliciting auto- or protective

antibodies.

Materials and Methods

Gene cloning, expression, and protein purification

The ZIKV NS1 construct (amino acid residues 2–352, Accession

Number: AMA12085) was cloned into the baculovirus transfer

vector pFastBac Dual (Invitrogen) under control of the polyhedrin

promoter, in-frame with an N-terminal gp67 signal peptide for secre-

tion and a His6-tag at the N-terminus for purification. We placed

green fluorescent protein (GFP) under control of the P10 promoter

to visualize expression, which correlated well with expression of

NS1. Recombinant pFastBac Dual plasmid was used to transform

DH10BacTM Escherichia coli (Invitrogen). Transfection and virus

amplification were performed according to the Bac-to-Bac baculo-

virus expression system manual (Invitrogen) (Song et al, 2016b).

NS1 proteins were produced by infecting suspension cultures of Hi5

cells (Invitrogen) for 2 days. Soluble NS1 was recovered from cell

supernatants by metal affinity chromatography using a HisTrap HP

5 ml column (GE Healthcare), and then purified by ion-exchange

chromatography using a RESOURCETMQ 6 ml column (GE Health-

care). For crystallization, the proteins were further purified by gel

filtration chromatography using a Hiload 16/60 Superdex� 200 PG

column (GE Healthcare) with a running buffer of 20 mM Tris–HCl

and 50 mM NaCl (pH 8.5), and the collected protein fractions were

concentrated to 10 mg/ml using a membrane concentrator with a

molecular weight cutoff of 10 kDa (Millipore).

Crystallization, data collection, and structure determination

The initial screening trials were set up with commercial crystalliza-

tion kits (Hampton Research and Molecular Dimensions) using the

sitting-drop vapor diffusion method with a Mosquito� LCP crystal

screening robot (TTP Labtech). Normally, 0.5 ll protein was mixed

with 0.5 ll reservoir solution. The resultant drop was then sealed,

equilibrating against 70 ll reservoir solution at 4 or 18°C. Diffract-

able crystals were obtained in 0.1 M Tris–HCl pH 8.5, 2.0 M ammo-

nium sulfate. Crystals were flash-cooled in liquid nitrogen after a

brief soak in reservoir solution with the addition of 17% (v/v) glyc-

erol. X-ray diffraction data were collected under cryogenic condi-

tions (100 K) at the wavelength 0.97853 Å at Shanghai Synchrotron

Radiation Facility (SSRF) beamline BL17U, and indexed, integrated,

and scaled with HKL2000 (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997).

The ZIKV NS1 structure was solved by the molecular replace-

ment method using Phaser (Read, 2001) from the CCP4 program

suite (Winn et al, 2011), with the structure of DENV2 NS1 (PDB:

4O6B) as the search model (Akey et al, 2014). Initial restrained

rigid-body refinement and manual model building were performed

using REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al, 1997) and COOT (Emsley &

Cowtan, 2004), respectively. Further refinement was performed

using Phenix (Adams et al, 2010). Final statistics for data collection

and structure refinement are represented in Table 1.

Expanded View for this article is available online.
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